Awareness regarding COVID-19:
Poetry Renditions under ‘Ek Bharat Shrestha Bharat’
Date: 27 March 2020

Objectives: To disseminate positive vibes and inculcate fighter spirit amidst people in the prevailing COVID-19 situation

Context: Eerie silences, fear of the unknown, deserted and not-so deserted roads speak a tale of the grim reality as COVID-19 engulfs the entire world in a pall of gloom. As India witnesses an unprecedented lockdown, it is hoped that our survival instinct will stand vindicated. And Ek Bharat Shrestha Bharat Team of the College made a modest attempt to generate awareness about hygiene and social distancing. Poetry, like shared grief and hope, unites us all. All that the world needs today is hope, faith, prayer, compassion, positivity and motivation and such themes formed the backdrop of all these poems.

Practice: The ‘Ek Bharat Shrestha Bharat’ team of the College undertook a humble initiative in the form of an awareness video, wherein our worthy Principal madam, Dr. Nisha Bhargava along with the faculty members Ms. Neena Sharma (Coordinator, EBSB), Dr. Komil Tyagi, Dr. Amardeep Kaur, Dr. Seema Kanwar, Dr. Sunaina Jain, Ms. Vishaka Goyal and students Ms. Kanika Arora and Ms Deergha motivated the entire community through their poetry renditions.

Evidence of Success: The MCM family, through this video, endeavoured to sow the seeds of hope, faith, gratitude, and compassion in these trying times.

Links of video uploaded at various social networking sites are as follows:
https://youtu.be/9X04OrKoXqc
https://www.instagram.com/p/B-Zpln6gsGR/?igshid=ayi30y7fijmx
https://twitter.com/MCMDAVCW/status/1244988802331893767?s=19
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